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Abstract 
   In modern CAD/CAM system, NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) interpolation is adopted for the purpose 
of achieving high speed and high accuracy performance. The main problem with using NURBS curve is the 
relationship approximation between arc length and spline parameter. In case the toolpath planning can be assumed 
with no feed fluctuations, implementing of driving mechanism still can lead CNC system to vibrate. Input shaping is 
a method of preshaping control input to reduce residual vibration in the flexible systems. Input shaping alters the 
reference command by convolving it with an impulse sequence. The convolution product is then used to drive the 
system.  In this paper, NURBS curve representation was employed to generate the planning trajectory for a two axis 
gantry crane which is considered as a CNC system. The effectiveness of input shaping based on genetic algorithm 
was investigated by following the desired NURBS curve. 
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1.  Introduction  
   Demands on high speed and high accuracy machining require researchers to study the fields such as parametric 
curve interpolation, feed profile scheduling, servo-loop control techniques. In commercial CAD/CAM system, Non 
Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) is considered as a fundamental geometry representation. NURBS offers a 
common mathematical form for representing and designing both standard analytical shapes and free-form curves, 
surfaces [1]. In comparison with conventional parametric curve representation, NURBS reveals the advantages 
because of their smoothness and flexibility of the toolpath. Most conventional CNC machines provide linear or arc 
interpolator, the cutter path is given by a set of lines. Therefore, for accurate machining data transmission load 
between CAD/CAM system and CNC machines is increased. Since using NURBS curve representation, a large 
amount of data exchange is decreased because only the values of control points, knot vector and weight coefficients 
are needed to transfer from CAD/CAM system to CNC machines. The main problem with using the NURBS 
interpolation techniques is that the length of NURBS segments is unknown analytically when the curve is 
interpolated with constant spline parameter increments. The discrepancy between the spline parameter and the actual 
arc length results in undesired feed fluctuations during real time interpolation. Feed fluctuations can bring high 
accelerations and jerks to the motor and lead to possibilities of drive excitations, finally deteriorate the overall curve 
or surface quality. To reduce feed fluctuation, many papers have been proposed to solve this problem. Shpitalni and 
Koren [2, 3] proposed Taylor’s expansion method to develop the first-order and the second-order interpolation 
algorithm while maintaining the constant feedrate. Taylor’s expansion interpolation contributes the significant 
improvement over natural interpolation. Nevertheless, the existence of the derivative computation and a square root 
operation increases the computational load. Moreover, the method is not reliable when the feed is varying because 
of the accumulation of numerical error. Erkorkmaz and Altinas [4] proposed a quintic spline interpolation method to 
minimize the feed fluctuations. In this method, relationship between arc length and spline parameter is approximated 
by feed correction polynomial or by solving the exact value of spline parameter at each interpolation step using 
Newton’s iterative interpolation method. For some certain cases when the large change in the spline parameter 
results in small change in the arc length displacement, the curve fitting would encounter numerical issues. Hence, a 
single 7th order polynomial may be insufficient in capturing the relationship between the spline parameter and the 
arc length.  Heng and Erkorkmaz [5] stated that using multiple feed correction polynomials would approximate the 
relationship better than increasing the order of the polynomial. Lei et al. [6] employed the similar re-mapping 
scheme to generate inverse length function (ILF) for each subinterval. The data obtained from total length 
calculation of NURBS path using adaptive quadrature method are further used to generate ILF in form of Hermite 
cubic spline. The new setting path parameter is then calculated directly using the ILF without the need for any time-
consuming computation of NURBS derivatives and iteration. However, the above studies lack discussion on how to 
successfully realize Acceleration/Deceleration (ACC/DEC) before feedrate interpolation. Most of them attempted to 
maintain the constant feedrate without considering ACC/DEC. Cheng and Tsai [7] developed the computing 
procedures for realizing ACC/DEC before feedrate interpolation with the aim of achieving highly accurate 
machining.   
   With respect to servo loop control techniques, although the path planning designed with NURBS interpolation can 
be considered without the occurrence of feed fluctuations, implementing of driving mechanism in CNC machines 
can still lead to problematic flexibility. Flexibility comes from physical deformation of the structure which can 
occur in the links or joints. The motion of flexible components can induce vibration which results in again reducing 
positioning accuracy, stability. Input shaping is a feed-forward method which effectively depresses vibration. It is 
implemented by convolving the desired input with a sequence of impulses to produce a reference input that is then 
used to reduce system vibration. The input shaping technique requires identification of natural frequencies and 
damping ratios for describing mathematical model of the system. The earliest form of input shaping was the use of 
posicast control [8]. This technique involves breaking a step of a certain magnitude into two smaller steps, one of 
which is delayed in time. In effect, superposition of the responses leads to vibration cancellation. Singhose proposed 
a technique for improving insensitivity to modeling errors and parameter variations [9, 10]. This technique is 
derived by solving a set of constraint equations which express the residual vibration of the system. The amplitudes 
and the time locations of impulses are then given as functions of damping ratio. However, most of published papers 
related to input shaping have tried to find the shaper parameters by analytical approach. Hubinsky [11, 12] 
emphasized that input shaper can be  also determined by numerical approach based on genetic algorithm (GA). GA 
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based input shaping avoids solving a set of simultaneous transcendental equations that is for certain cases too 
difficult to be solved by analytic method.  
    In this paper, NURBS curve representation was employed to generate the desired trajectory for a two axis gantry 
crane which is considered as CNC machine. Multiple feed correction polynomials interpolation was used to 
approximate relationship between the spline parameter and the arc length. GA based input shaping was applied on a 
gantry crane system to investigate the effectiveness of vibration reduction by means of the reference NURBS 
toolpath following.  
 
2. Non uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) 
2.1 Description of a NURBS curve  
      A p -degree NURBS curve is defined by:  
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where ^ `iP  are the control points, the ^ `iw  are the weights, the p -th degree B-spline basis functions  ^ `uN pi,  and 
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Equation (2.1) can be rewritten in the form:  
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where the rational basis functions  ^ `uR pi,  are defined as:  
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1,0   ba  are assumed for most computing cases.  The degree p , the number of knots 1m  and the number of 
control points 1n  are related by equation: 1 pnm . The first derivative of a NURBS curve can be obtained 
by: 
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and the second derivative of a NURBS curve is:  
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2.2 Length of a NURBS curve 
   During the machining operation, it is important to find the true length of a NURBS toolpath. The machine tool has 
to travel along the defined NURBS curve with the specified feedrate. Inaccuracy of length estimate can result in 
overshooting or undershooting along the path which leads to undesired discontinuities. The total arc-length of a 
NURBS curve  uC on the interval ],[ ba  is an integration of infinitesimal arc-lengths and given by: 
    ³ b
a
duufL  (2.10) 
where 
            2'2'2' uzuyux
du
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   There exists no analytical solution for the arc-length calculation. However, equation (2.10) can be numerically 
estimated within a specified tolerance of H  for the parameter interval ],[ ba  by adaptive quadrature method. The 
method is based on the Simpson’s rule [6]. If the condition is satisfied 
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where 1aa  , 2bb  ,   2/21 baab    is the midpoint of > @ba, , then: 
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It means the arc-length is approximated to the true arc-length within the specified tolerance of H . If the condition is 
not satisfied, the two subintervals > @11,ba  and > @22 ,ba  are considered and tested further by applying Simpson’s rule 
within the above specified tolerance H . The approximation of the arc-length calculation is finished when all the 
subintervals satisfy (2.12). The total arc-length is sum of subintervals length. 
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3. Interpolation using multiple feed correction polynomials  
   As mentioned above, feed correction polynomial is adopted to avoid numerical problems while characterizing the 
non linear relationship of the  ii su ,  data which are obtained from the approximation of the arc-length using 
quadrature arc length approach. A 7th order polynomial is chosen because boundary conditions on the position, first 
and second derivatives at the start and end points of the function can be imposed, which requires at the least a 5th 
order polynomial. The extra two degrees of freedom are added to better approximate the data, thus increase the 
flexibility of the curve. Heng and Erkorkmaz [5] emphasized that when large changes in the spline parameter result 
in small change in the arc displacement, the curve fitting using a single 7th order polynomial would run into 
numerical issues. To solve these, they presented an adaptive procedure to connect multiple 7th order polynomials 
while maintaining the first and second derivative continuity. The mean squared error (MSE) between the true ( u ) 
and predicted spline parameter ( uˆ ) is checked against a specified tolerance MSEH  to evaluate whether the feed 
correction polynomial properly captures or not.  
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where sN  is the number of data points used for each feed correction polynomial. If the condition is violated, then 
the data points are split in half and the two new curves are fitted. The adaptive splitting procedure continues until all 
the new sets of split data points meet the specified condition. The obtained multiple feed correction polynomials are 
then embedded into NC code for real time NURBS interpolation.  
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Figure 1: NURBS interpolation using the multiple feed correction polynomials 
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Figure 2: Velocity command profiles: a) constant velocity b) step velocity c) trapezoidal velocity 
   Figure 1 shows the schematic flowchart of NURBS interpolation using multiple feed correction polynomials. The 
path planning can be divided into two parts, offline and online part. The off-line part is used to calculate the total arc 
length of a NURBS curve and the coefficients of multiple feed correction polynomials that will be used to estimate 
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the spline parameter.  On-line part includes: feedrate planning, NURBS curve interpolator, NURBS representation 
and servo controller. Three velocity command profiles were employed in the federate planning depicted in Figure 2 
where maxv , maxA  denote the maximum desired velocity and acceleration respectively. L  is the total travelled curve 
length during the total motion time sT . dT  is damped period of system vibration, aT  is the acceleration or 
deceleration time.     
   The computing steps for implementing NURBS toolpath using multiple feed correction polynomials can be 
described as:  
1. In off-line phase:  
x  calculate the total arc length of the NURBS curve within the specified tolerance of H . 
x  compute the coefficients of multiple 7th order polynomials within the specified tolerance of MSEH .   
2.  Compute the total motion time sT  based on the specified velocity command profile:  
x for constant velocity (a):  max/VLTs   
x for step velocity (b): 
2max
d
s
T
V
LT   
x for trapezoidal velocity (c): as TV
LT  
max
 
3. Compute the spline parameter ku  for specified value of arc length displacement kl  using multiple feed 
correction polynomials.  
4.  Generate the next servo reference position kkk ZYX ,,  and the next velocity
     111 ,, kkk ZYX  using equations (2.5) 
and (2.6).    
4. Input shaping  
4.1 Input shaper 
Many papers have been published show that input shaping is the effective method for suppressing vibration of 
flexible systems. The principle of input shaping is to convolute a sequence of impulses (input shaper) with a desired 
system command to produce a shaped input that is used to drive the system. In terms of mathematical representation, 
input shaper is a series of Dirac impulses whose amplitudes and time locations must fulfill the two equations:  
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where iA  and iW  are the amplitudes and time locations of the impulses, nZ  is the undamped natural frequency, n  
is the number of impulses. The left expression of equation (4.1) is a resultant vector of component impulses which 
represents the residual vibration. Equation (4.2) ensures signal magnitude after convolution will be preserved. The 
principle of input shaping technique can be explained as if the resultant vector of a series of applied impulses is zero 
at the natural frequency nZ , so its convolution product with arbitrary signal will be zero. This causes no vibration at 
the natural frequency nZ  .  
The simplest possibility of input shaper is a sequence with two impulses which time location offset is one half 
period dT  (damped period of vibration). It is commonly referred to as a Zero Vibration (ZV) impulse sequence [9, 
10]. For the robustness to modeling errors of flexible systems, Zero Vibration Derivation (ZVD) shaper and Extra -
Insensitive (EI) shaper were developed.   
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4.2 Input shaper based on genetic algorithm  
The necessary requirements of input shaper are their amplitudes and time locations must satisfy two constraint 
equations (4.1), (4.2). This way there will exist many possibilities of amplitudes and time locations. An additional 
constraint must be added to evaluate the optimal input shaper on suppressing system vibration at the natural 
frequency nZ . Genetic algorithm (GA) is a numerical technique that helps to avoid the trivial solutions [14]. To 
obtain the minimum GA always requires an objective function and a criterion for stopping optimization process. 
Objective functions can be either formed by expression of residual vibration [12] or by following actual response by 
means of position errors, velocity errors [13]. The principle of input shaper searching based on GA is depicted in 
Figure 3. In computing procedure, without loss of generality and for decreasing the complexity of optimization 
process the time location of the first impulse is set equal to zero and its amplitude equal to one. At the end of 
optimization process the dividing of their amplitudes by their sum is needed to ensure the equation (4.1).  
NURBS
representation
 kuC Servofeedback
controller  kuC 1   kIS uC 1
 kIS uCInput shaper
 
Figure 3: Block diagram principle for searching input shaper based on GA  
4.3 Objective functions  
There is a wide variety of definitions of objective functions. For almost cases position and velocity are the main 
observing parameters for evaluating the quality of input shapers. New objective functions can be formed by 
combining them with a weight coefficient. The question is that how to choose appropriate weight coefficients to find 
optimal input shaper. Obviously, it depends on the consideration whether position errors or velocity errors are more 
weighted [13].  At locations of the NURBS toolpath where there is sufficiently high curvature, the endeavor to keep 
track of the constant velocity would deteriorate the curve quality. Therefore, in optimization process the objective 
function is proposed in equation (4.3) formed only by the total sum of differential areas between reference and 
actual positions.     
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Figure 4: Reference and actual positions  
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kk YX , ,  11,  kk YX  are two consecutive actual positions corresponding to two reference positions  kk YrXr , ,  11,  kk YrXr .    
5. Two dimensional model   
   Two dimensional model of a crane is set up of a gantry crane system with two orthogonal modes.  Consider a 
crane system with a hoisted payload moving in one direction. By applying two force balance equations for the 
trolley (M) and the payload ( pm ), we obtained the transfer function for the position of the trolley  sYc  as:  
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where   sa  is acceleration command, l  is the length of the hanging cable, g  is gravitational acceleration.   
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Figure 5: The crane model  
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Figure 6: Two mode model of a crane 
   The transfer function for the angle of the load  sT :  
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p 
 
2
1T  (5.2) 
   A general formula of a second order transfer function with oscillation can be described: 
        22
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   where [  is damping ratio, nZ  is undamped natural frequency, K is constant.   
 
Ml
gMm
n
 Z ,  gMm MK p   (5.4) 
The system’s natural frequency and damping ratio used for investigation are the same in horizontal and vertical 
mode. The damping ratios are 0  yx [[ , substituting system parameters ( [ , nZ ) into (5.4) yields the 
frequencies Hzyx 8.8  ZZ .  
 
6. Simulations and results  
In the simulations, a quadratic NURBS curve was generated by weight coefficients > @11111111111 W , knot vector > @1118.08.06.04.02.0000 U , and control 
points > @15.12.19.06.06.05.01.00 xP , > @5.00004.07.04.00 yP . The curve is 
10 ,CC  continuous over the knot interval. Using adaptive quadrature method the total length of the curve is 
approximated equal to  m2.3512 L  within the specified tolerance of 81  eH . By imposing the specified 
tolerance of 61  eMSEH the NURBS curve is split in 7 feed correction polynomials. The toolpath travels along the 
curve with the maximum constant feedrate  smm /150Vmax   at each sampling time step  s001.0T  . The 
generated NURBS toolpath figures out that interpolation using multiple 7th order polynomials is sufficiently accurate 
to keep track of the original curve. In addition, the feedrate fluctuates within negligibly small bounds. Assume that 
dynamics of the servo controller in two axes is neglected. Three specified velocity command profiles on the gantry 
crane system are applied respectively to move the toolpath along the reference curve.   
   As shown in Figure 7 and 8, in spite of that the feedrate of the NURBS toolpath interpolated by multiple feed 
correction polynomials fluctuates within slightly small valued bounds, the output feedrate still vibrate because of the 
presence of flexible components. To eliminate the vibration, input shaping technique was employed to preshape the 
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reference signals before applying them on the servo controllers. Input shaper containing three impulses were used to 
investigate the effectiveness. For increasing the robustness to modeling errors a number of impulses in the impulse 
sequence can be added. Objective function of ISGA defined in (4.3) is used to evaluate the position tracking. Table 
1 lists the fitness values of objective functions. The optimization process ends when number of iterations equals 50.      
Table 1: Objective functions when using three velocity profiles 
Velocity profiles sT [s] Objective function of ISGA [ 2m ] 
Constant feedrate 15.6747 2.1445e-3 
Step feedrate 16.0296 1.4459e-3 
Trapezoidal feedrate 17.0943 1.0493e-3 
 
Figure 7: Unshaped NURBS toolpath when applying 
constant feedrate profile 
Figure 8: Unshaped feedrate using trapezoidal feedrate 
profile 
Figure 9: Shaped NURBS toolpath using trapezoidal 
feedrate profile 
Figure 10: Shaped trapezoidal feedrate profile 
   Figure 10 pointed that in the vicinity of the time 595.6 t [s] feedrate is decreased from value 150  smm /  to 
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139.4  smm / . This is understandable because the objective function takes into account position errors. At locations 
with high curvature the feed is decreased for minimizing the position errors. Comparison of three velocity command 
profiles shows that realizing trapezoidal feedrate profile before feedrate interpolation brings the best result in terms 
of toolpath and feedrate tracking. The result is suitable for the real time implementation because for achieving the 
desired velocity ACC/DEC realization is required to be implemented.    
 
7. Conclusions  
GA based input shaping was investigated in the simulations is effectively improve the quality of the NURBS 
toolpath which was interpolated by using multiple feed correction polynomials. Considering ACC/DEC realization 
before feedrate interpolation brings better results by means of toolpath and feedrate following than feedrate without 
considering ACC/DEC. The real time implementation was conducted on the gantry crane system. However, similar 
results are expected when applying GA based input shaping on a real time two axis CNC machine.  
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